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AgendaAgenda

ll Review content disclosed at IDFReview content disclosed at IDF

uuFocus on benefitsFocus on benefits

uuFocus on “What’s New?”Focus on “What’s New?”

ll Branch Handling: Predication and PredictionBranch Handling: Predication and Prediction

ll SpeculationSpeculation

ll Register Rotation & Loop HandlingRegister Rotation & Loop Handling
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So What’s New?So What’s New?
ll Static predictionStatic prediction

uu Improves prediction of always or never taken branchesImproves prediction of always or never taken branches

ll Parallel comparesParallel compares
uu Increased parallelism through logical combination of comparesIncreased parallelism through logical combination of compares

ll Hoisting usesHoisting uses
uu Increased scheduling flexibility improves performanceIncreased scheduling flexibility improves performance

ll Data SpeculationData Speculation
uu Moves loads above stores, increasing scheduling flexibility and performanceMoves loads above stores, increasing scheduling flexibility and performance

ll Nat bitsNat bits
uu Enables deferral of exceptions, supports more aggressive speculationEnables deferral of exceptions, supports more aggressive speculation

ll MultiwayMultiway branch branch
uu Executes multiple branches in a single cycleExecutes multiple branches in a single cycle

ll Register rotationRegister rotation
uu Enables wider use of software pipelining performance benefitsEnables wider use of software pipelining performance benefits

ll Predicate rotationPredicate rotation
uu More efficient implementation of software pipeliningMore efficient implementation of software pipelining
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Today’s Processors are often 60% IdleToday’s Processors are often 60% IdleToday’s Processors are often 60% Idle

parallelizedparallelized
codecode parallelized

code

parallelizedparallelized
codecode

HardwareHardwareCompilerCompiler

multiplemultiple
 functional units functional units

Original SourceOriginal Source
CodeCode

Sequential MachineSequential Machine
CodeCode

...
...

...
...

Execution Units Available-Execution Units Available-
Used InefficientlyUsed Inefficiently

Traditional Architectures:Traditional Architectures:
Limited ParallelismLimited Parallelism
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Increases Parallel ExecutionIncreases Parallel ExecutionIncreases Parallel Execution

CompilerCompiler

IA-64 CompilerIA-64 Compiler
Views WiderViews Wider

ScopeScope

Original SourceOriginal Source
CodeCode

CompileCompile

Parallel MachineParallel Machine
CodeCode

HardwareHardware multiple functional unitsmultiple functional units

...
...

...
...

More efficient use ofMore efficient use of
execution resourcesexecution resources

IA-64 Architecture:IA-64 Architecture:
Explicit ParallelismExplicit Parallelism
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Branch HandlingBranch Handling

PredicationPredication

Static PredictionStatic Prediction
on a per branch basison a per branch basis

Dynamic PredictionDynamic Prediction

Traditional ArchTraditional Arch IA-64IA-64

& Others& Others•• Branches are breaks in codeBranches are breaks in code
•• Can indicate a decisionCan indicate a decision
•• Common in wide variety of applicationsCommon in wide variety of applications
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Dynamic BranchDynamic Branch
PredictionPrediction

ReviewReview

AA

BB CC

Traditional Architectures 
•• Guess either B or C Guess either B or C
•• Suffer performance penalty when  Suffer performance penalty when mispredictedmispredicted
•• 5-10%  5-10% mispredict mispredict rate can cost 40+% performancerate can cost 40+% performance

??
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Static Branch PredictionStatic Branch Prediction

AA

BB CC

•• Compiler knows which one is almost alwaysCompiler knows which one is almost always
taken or never takentaken or never taken

•• Removes guesswork for processor, reducesRemoves guesswork for processor, reduces
mispredictmispredict penalties penalties

•• Concentrates hardware resources on otherConcentrates hardware resources on other
difficult to predict branchesdifficult to predict branches

New!New!

Compiler: “ItsCompiler: “Its
going to be B”going to be B”
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PredicationPredication

AA

BB CC

• Removes Branch, executes B&C in parallelRemoves Branch, executes B&C in parallel
•• Avoids possibility of Avoids possibility of mispredict mispredict
•• Predicates (p1 & p2) are bits that turn on/off B & C Predicates (p1 & p2) are bits that turn on/off B & C
•• Biggest benefit to code w/ hard to predict branches Biggest benefit to code w/ hard to predict branches

••Large server appsLarge server apps
••Data sortingData sorting

ReviewReview

p1 p2
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Parallel Compares:Parallel Compares:
Extends PredicationExtends Predication

New!New!

BB

AA

CC

DD

BBAA CC

DD

•• Reduces critical path, further increasing performance Reduces critical path, further increasing performance
•• Enables reduction from 7 to 4 cycles on queens loop Enables reduction from 7 to 4 cycles on queens loop

Unique feature to IA-64Unique feature to IA-64Unique feature to IA-64
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* Source: S.* Source: S. Mahlke Mahlke, 1995, 1995

Predication BenefitsPredication Benefits
ll Reduces branches andReduces branches and mispredict mispredict penalties penalties

uu 50% fewer branches and 37% faster code*50% fewer branches and 37% faster code*

ll Parallel compares further reduce critical pathsParallel compares further reduce critical paths

ll Greatly improves code with hard to predictGreatly improves code with hard to predict
branchesbranches
uu Large server apps- capacity limitedLarge server apps- capacity limited

uuSorting, data mining- large database appsSorting, data mining- large database apps

uuData compressionData compression

ll Traditional architectures’ “bolt-on” approach can’tTraditional architectures’ “bolt-on” approach can’t
efficiently approximate predicationefficiently approximate predication
uuCmoveCmove: 39% more instructions, 30% lower performance*: 39% more instructions, 30% lower performance*

uu Instructions must all be speculativeInstructions must all be speculative
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ldld.s.s
instrinstr 1 1
instrinstr 2 2
brbr

chkchk.s.s
use use 

IA-64IA-64

instrinstr 1 1
instrinstr 2 2. . .. . .
brbr

LoadLoad
useuse

Traditional ArchitecturesTraditional Architectures

Elevates load, reducesElevates load, reduces
memory latency impactmemory latency impact

Speculation ReviewSpeculation Review

BarrierBarrier

ReviewReview

Speculation overcomes the memory latency
bottleneck in today’s & tomorrow’s systems
Speculation overcomes the memory latencySpeculation overcomes the memory latency
bottleneck in today’s & tomorrow’s systemsbottleneck in today’s & tomorrow’s systems

Memory latencyMemory latency
stalls CPUstalls CPU
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Hoisting UsesHoisting Uses

ll The uses of speculative data can also beThe uses of speculative data can also be
executed speculativelyexecuted speculatively

ll Provides additional scheduling flexibility toProvides additional scheduling flexibility to
achieve greater parallelismachieve greater parallelism

IA-64IA-64

01/04/99

New!New!

ldld.s.s
instrinstr 1 1
instrinstr 2 2
brbr

chkchk.s.s
use use 
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Introducing Data SpeculationIntroducing Data Speculation
llCompiler can issue a load prior to aCompiler can issue a load prior to a

preceding, possibly-conflicting storepreceding, possibly-conflicting store

instrinstr 1 1
instrinstr 2 2
. . .. . .
st8st8

ld8ld8
useuse

BarrierBarrier

Traditional ArchitecturesTraditional Architectures

ld8.ald8.a
instrinstr 1 1
instrinstr 2 2
st8st8

ldld.c.c
use use 

IA-64IA-64

New!New!

Unique feature to IA-64Unique feature to IA-64Unique feature to IA-64

Elevates load aboveElevates load above
“store barrier”“store barrier”

Memory latencyMemory latency
stalls CPUstalls CPU
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Exception HandlingException Handling

01/04/99

ldld.s.s
instrinstr 1 1
instrinstr 2 2

brbr

chkchk.s.s
useuse  
Home  BlockHome  Block  

NaTNaT Bit Bit

;Exception Detection;Exception Detection

;Exception Delivery;Exception Delivery

IA-64IA-64

New!New!

instrinstr 1 1
instrinstr 2 2

. . .. . .
brbr

useuse

TraditionalTraditional
Method 1Method 1

LoadLoad

Only in limitedOnly in limited
instancesinstances

instrinstr 1 1
instrinstr 2 2

. . .. . .
brbr

useuse

TraditionalTraditional
Method 2Method 2

LdnfLdnf

LoadLoad
comparecompare

Extra baggageExtra baggage
to ensure integrityto ensure integrity
& can’t hoist uses& can’t hoist uses
(e.g. non-faulting load)(e.g. non-faulting load)

Widely applicable,Widely applicable,
NaTNaT bit ensures bit ensures
integrity of dataintegrity of data
without penaltywithout penalty

. . .. . .
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Speculation BenefitsSpeculation Benefits
llReduces impact of memory latencyReduces impact of memory latency
uuPerformance improvement at 79% whenPerformance improvement at 79% when

combined with predication*combined with predication*

llGreatest improvement to code withGreatest improvement to code with
many cache accessesmany cache accesses
uuLarge databasesLarge databases

uuOperating systemsOperating systems

llScheduling flexibility enables newScheduling flexibility enables new
levels of performance headroomlevels of performance headroom

* August et.al., 1998
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Loop HandlingLoop Handling
“Do loop 4 times”“Do loop 4 times”

IA-64 has special register to accelerate loops &IA-64 has special register to accelerate loops &
avoid avoid mispredictsmispredicts : called Loop Counter (LC): called Loop Counter (LC)

New!New!

Improves integer code performanceImproves integer code performance

X<5X<5

LoopLoop

ExitExit

1234

5

MispredictMispredict!!
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Multi-way BranchMulti-way Branch

01/04/99

3 branch cycles3 branch cycles 1 branch cycle1 branch cycle

w/o Speculationw/o Speculation Hoisting LoadsHoisting Loads IA-64IA-64

ld8 r6 = (ld8 r6 = (rara))
(p1)(p1) br br exit1 exit1

ld8 r7 = (ld8 r7 = (rbrb))
(p3)(p3) br br exit2 exit2

ld8 r8 = (ld8 r8 = (rcrc))
(p5)(p5) br br exit3 exit3

chkchk r6, rec0 r6, rec0
(p1)(p1) br br exit1 exit1

ChkChk r7, rec1 r7, rec1
(p3)(p3) br br exit2 exit2

ChkChk r8, rec2 r8, rec2
(p5)(p5) br br exit3 exit3

ld8.s r6 = (ld8.s r6 = (rara))
ld8.s r7 = (ld8.s r7 = (rbrb))
ld8.s r8 = (ld8.s r8 = (rcrc))

ld8.s r6 = (ld8.s r6 = (rara))
ld8.s r7 = (ld8.s r7 = (rbrb))
ld8.s r8 = (ld8.s r8 = (rcrc))

chkchk r6, rec0 r6, rec0
(p2)(p2) chk chk r7, rec1 r7, rec1
(p4)(p4) chk chk r8, rec2 r8, rec2
}{}{
(p1)(p1) br br exit1 exit1
(p3)(p3) br br exit2 exit2
(p5)(p5) br br exit3 exit3
}}

P1P1

P6P6P5P5

P2P2

P4P4P3P3

llMultiwayMultiway branches: more than 1 branch in a single cycle branches: more than 1 branch in a single cycle

uuChainingChaining multiway multiway branches allows n-way branching branches allows n-way branching

New!New!
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Software PipeliningSoftware Pipelining
ll Overlapping execution of different loop iterationsOverlapping execution of different loop iterations

IA-64 Offers an Innovative ApproachIA-64 Offers an Innovative ApproachIA-64 Offers an Innovative Approach

vsvs..

ll More iterations in same amount of timeMore iterations in same amount of time

New!New!
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 Especially Useful for Integer Code With Small
Number of Loop Iterations

 Especially Useful for Integer Code With Small Especially Useful for Integer Code With Small
Number of Loop IterationsNumber of Loop Iterations

Software PipeliningSoftware Pipelining
ll IA-64 features that make this possibleIA-64 features that make this possible

uu Full PredicationFull Predication

uuSpecial branch handling featuresSpecial branch handling features

uuRegister rotation: removes loop copy overheadRegister rotation: removes loop copy overhead

uuPredicate rotation: removes prologue & epiloguePredicate rotation: removes prologue & epilogue

ll Traditional architectures use loop unrollingTraditional architectures use loop unrolling
uuHigh overhead: extra code for loop body, prologue, andHigh overhead: extra code for loop body, prologue, and

epilogueepilogue
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Introducing Rotating RegistersIntroducing Rotating Registers
Traditional
Arch IA-64

R35R35
R36R36
R37R37
R38R38
R39R39
R40R40

load in R36
load in R37
load in R38

New!New!

load in R39

R35R35
R36R36
R37R37
R38R38
R39R39
R40R40

load in R36

Improves performance without code expansion

4 instructions4 instructions 1 instruction1 instruction
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Software Pipelining BenefitsSoftware Pipelining Benefits

ll Loop pipelining maximizes performance;Loop pipelining maximizes performance;
minimizes overheadminimizes overhead
uuAvoids code expansion of unrolling and codeAvoids code expansion of unrolling and code

explosion of prologue and epilogueexplosion of prologue and epilogue

uuSmaller code means fewer cache missesSmaller code means fewer cache misses

uuGreater performance improvements in higherGreater performance improvements in higher
latency conditionslatency conditions

ll Reduced overhead allows S/W pipelining ofReduced overhead allows S/W pipelining of
small loops with unknown trip countssmall loops with unknown trip counts
uu Typical of integer scalar codes Typical of integer scalar codes
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Reviewing What’s New:Reviewing What’s New:

ll Parallel comparesParallel compares

ll TbitTbit

ll Nat bitsNat bits

ll DeferralDeferral

ll Hoisting usesHoisting uses

ll PropagationPropagation

ll Branch instructionsBranch instructions

ll Static predictionStatic prediction

ll Loop branchesLoop branches

ll LC registerLC register

ll EC registerEC register

ll MultiwayMultiway branch branch

ll Branch registersBranch registers

ll Register rotationRegister rotation

ll Predicate rotationPredicate rotation

ll RRBsRRBs
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Feature ComparisonFeature Comparison
Traditional
Architectures IA-64
Dynamic branch prediction Branch specific Static Prediction and

Predication enhance dynamic prediction
to reduce mispredict penalties

Conditional moves limited
in applicability and require
additional instructions

Predication widely applicable, parallel
compares further enhance benefit

Non faulting loads limited
to certain conditions or
require additional
instructions

Control and data speculation enable
greater scheduling freedom of loads

Software pipelining limited
to large loops due to code
size explosion

Rotating registers and rotating
predicates allow wide application of
software pipelining performance
benefits without the code growth
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SummarySummary
ll Predication removes branchesPredication removes branches

uuEliminates branches & Eliminates branches & mispredictsmispredicts, increases ILP, increases ILP
uuGood for large database applicationsGood for large database applications

ll Speculation reduces memory latencySpeculation reduces memory latency
uuEnhances ILP and scalabilityEnhances ILP and scalability
uuGood for variety of server applicationsGood for variety of server applications

•• (databases, OLTP, etc.)(databases, OLTP, etc.)

ll S/W pipelining support enables broad usageS/W pipelining support enables broad usage
uuPerformance for small integer loops with unknownPerformance for small integer loops with unknown

trip counts as well as monster FP loopstrip counts as well as monster FP loops


